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     Arrhythmia is a disturbance in regular heart rate and/or rhythm 

due to change in electrical conduction or automaticity. Some arrhythmias 

can be described as minor arrhythmias which do not usually need 

treatment, while other major arrhythmias which should be treated as soon 

as possible and life threatening arrhythmias which require immediate and 

emergency treatment. 

Nurses need to know  Electrocardiograph( ECG) and able to 

interpret ECG recordings because, in the clinical setting, they are 

responsible for monitoring ECG recordings to assess heart condition. 

A quasi-experimental design study has been carried out at Azady 

and Kirkuk teaching hospitals from 1
st
   January, 2011  to 1

st
   of  Jun, 2012 

.   

The present  study aims to assess  the  effectiveness  of nursing education 

program  on nurses knowledge and practices toward  arrhythmia  in 

Kirkuk's teaching hospitals. 

The program and instruments are constructed and developed by the 

researcher to measure the purpose of the study. Purposive sample is 

comprised of  (80) nurses  divided into two groups: study group consist of  

(40)  nurses  exposed to the nursing education program and control group 

consist of (40) nurses not exposed to the program. 

Measurement of effectiveness for nursing educational program 

carried out through the use of knowledge test that includes (43) items , 

nurses practices concerning ECG practice includes ( 31) items. and 

observational checklist includes (25) items  

       Reliability of instrument is determined through the use of test and 

retest, and the instrument validity is determined through a panel of experts. 

The analysis of data is performed through the application of 

descriptive statistic ( frequency ,percentage and cumulative percents 

,arithmetic mean and standard deviations) and  Inferential statistic ( 

Relative sufficiency, Fisher test, Chi-square test and Levenes test  ) to 

present the differences between the study and control groups. 

Results of the study shows that  the effectiveness of education 

program regarding nurses' knowledge toward  arrhythmia  is  positive and 

clear . It also shows that there is good improvement with highly significant 

differences  in study group between pre and post-tests, in the overall main 



domains related to nurses' observational check list for nurses' practices: in  

items( preparation the ECG machine , location of chest electrodes 

placement and nursing practice during the ECG application ) . 

The study Concludes that the nurses working in medical 

departments have the minimum level of knowledge and experience at 

ECG.  

The study recommends that an educational program can be applied  

for nurses through the program. The nurses can be encouraged for being 

participated in special training programs designed and constructed to fulfill 

the nurses needs concerning defects and limitation in their practices; and 

collaborative work can be issued between the ministry of health and higher 

education to provide such program.  
 

 


